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A Community
of Talent Peers

Your trusted talent community

With 150 companies actively participating 

and contributing to CXR, it’s never been 

easier to be successful.

Remote collaboration & networking

The CXR community consists of 

thousands of leaders and 

practitioners from hundreds of 

multinational organizations.
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CXR Team
Who we are...

Jessica Hagmaier
Creative

Chris Hoyt
President
chris@cxr.works

Gerry Crispin
Founder
gerry@cxr.works

Shannon Pritchett
Managing Director
shannon@cxr.works

Barb Ruess
VP Marketing
barb@cxr.works

Kimberly Collins
PM / Research

Miranda Hoyt
Coordinator

Vince Dajani
Producer

Artur Bobinski
Developer

Ariel Javier
Legal

Bulat Beksultanov
Graphic Design
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Your Community Resources
What’s available to members...

Thousands of talent leaders and 

practitioners connect and 

collaborate on what’s keeping 

them up at night, each 

contributing to the larger 

community body of knowledge.

eXchanges
Over 150 companies share 

their competitive practices 

and how they’re navigating 

today’s challenges around 

people and talent 

management.

Benchmark Reports
Webinars, podcasts, 

interviews, happy hours, and 

tough conversations with 

industry leaders and 

influencers make up the CXR 

members-only media library.

Multimedia
Both live and virtual, colleagues 

connecting to strengthen their 

networks and increase their 

expertise has been the staple of 

the CXR talent community for 

over 25 years.

Meetings & Networking
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CXR
eXchange

● CXR eXchange communities

Topic-based communities that evolve 

around member and industry interests

● Members-only hubs

Incredible resource for problem solving, 

research, and networking

● Alerts & Notifications

Customizable alert frequency, as it 

happens or daily/weekly digests
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eXpert Tease
New CXR series...

A weekly interview session with a curated list of leaders 

and influencers who share everything from tactical “how-to” 

knowledge to some of their most powerful career lessons 

learned.

Follow-up Q&A will be moderated within the Talent Talks 

eXchange on www.cxr.works. 

A rapid-fire “lessons” learned segment

http://www.cxr.works
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CXR
Connects

Members-Only Series

The CXR Connects series is a monthly members-only 

webinar that focuses on what current members and 

leaders are talking about.

What’s hot, right now.
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CXR Weekly Pulse
The new weekly pulse “one question” surveys will present questions and trending topics every Tuesday.

● Open to the industry

● Crowd-sourced questions

● Forum discussions within the CXR eXchanges

One topic, one discussion, every week
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CXR Sourcing Champions
Let’s talk about it...

Mary Brogan

Kim Thomas

Aaron Jones

Josh Johnson

Stacie Coughlin

Susan Lannon
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Mingle and get to know your 

colleagues & other sourcers & 

recruiters from CXR member 

companies.

Find out how your company 

compares to other CXR member 

companies in our diversity 

benchmark polls. 

List to four CXR community 

members share wisdom on how 

to better recruit & source.  

3. Knowledge Drops

Meeting
Agenda
1. Introductions 2. Diversity Benchmarking 

What we’re doing today...

4. Exercise
Join other CXR members to 

discover new diversity sourcing 

resources. 
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Knowledge Drops
Let’s talk about it...

Sarina Caragan
Senior Program Specialist - 
Diversity, Inclusion & 
Belonging 
Okta

Jody Simon
Strategic Sourcing Manager
Raytheon 

Janet Bogen
Senior Sourcer
AdvocateAurora Health 

Emily Smits
Talent Acquisition Sourcing 
Strategist II
SCL Health



Sarina Caragan - Sr. Program Specialist, DIB
Driving Top of the Funnel Diversity

November 10, 2020
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Overview

• Meet Sarina – Senior Program Specialist, DIB @ Okta
• Diversity Sourcing Tactics

• Low Effort
• Medium Effort
• High Effort

• Final Considerations
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Meet Sarina Caragan
Senior Program Specialist, DIB @ Okta

• Currently lead Workforce efforts at 
Okta’s Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging 
(DIB) team

• Experience in Recruiting, Employer 
Branding, Talent Management, 
Learning & Development

• 5 years’ experience focused on 
diversity sourcing, attraction, and 
recruiting

17
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Diversity Sourcing Tactics: Low Effort

• Boolean Searches
• Minority-Serving Universities and Institutions (e.g. HBCUs, HSIs, etc.)
• Professional Associations (e.g. NBMBAA, NSBE, SHPE, SWE, etc.)
• Sororities and Fraternities

• Diversity Groups on LinkedIn
• Postings on Diversity Job Boards

18
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Diversity Sourcing Tactics: Medium Effort

• Attending Diversity Career Fairs
• Employee Resource Group (ERG) Referral Pushes
• Job Description Text Analysis

• Example: Gender Decoder

19

http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/
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Diversity Sourcing Tactics: High Effort

• Cultivating Partnerships with Diversity Sourcing Organizations
• Fosters community among underrepresented groups
• Gives employers access to diverse talent pools
• Provides opportunities for employees to diversify talent networks
• Facilitates conversation between employers and underrepresented groups

• Creating a Culture of Inclusion and Belonging
• Is your company authentically an employer of choice for underrepresented 

minorities (URMs)?
• Do URMs want to work for your company?
• Are you creating and sharing content to attract URMs to your company?

20
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Final Considerations

1. Metrics are your friend. If you can, build a cadence to monitor and analyze  your pipeline and hire 
demographics — but don’t let slow progress deter you from taking action.

2. Budget and resources (e.g. tools, teams, etc.) are helpful to further the work; however, there are still 
small, low-cost ways that individual contributors can make a difference.

3. Increasing top-of-the-funnel diversity is the first step. How can you ensure that your hiring process is 
free of unconscious bias?

4. Once you’ve brought URMs into your organization, what can you do to ensure they thrive?

5. Sometimes, you’re working against systems with deeply rooted biases. Even the smallest change 
can take a long time to come to fruition. Find your champions, reenergize however you can, and 
keep doing the work!

21
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“Diversity Sourcing Strategy: 3 LinkedIn Search Tips from Boolean Master Glen Cathey”

“Could This Be The Secret To Hiring More Women And People Of Color?”

“How to increase workplace diversity with employee referrals”

“A Data-Driven Approach to Hiring More Diverse Talent”

“How to Alter Your Hiring Practices to Increase Diversity”

“If There’s Only One Woman in Your Candidate Pool, There’s Statistically No Chance She’ll Be Hired”

“Hiring Diverse Candidates Is Not Enough -- It's About Keeping Them”

Resources

22

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/diversity/2018/diversity-sourcing-strategy-3-linkedin-search-tips-from-boolean-master-glen-cathey
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/accenture-diversity-referral-bonus_n_56ba334ee4b08ffac122d474?utm_hp_ref=business
https://www.predictiveindex.com/blog/how-to-use-employee-referrals-to-increase-workplace-diversity/
https://hbr.org/2019/12/why-isnt-your-organization-isnt-hiring-diverse-talent
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maynardwebb/2017/10/29/how-to-alter-your-hiring-practices-to-increase-diversity/?sh=32930a0d2029
https://hbr.org/2016/04/if-theres-only-one-woman-in-your-candidate-pool-theres-statistically-no-chance-shell-be-hired
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maynardwebb/2017/10/30/hiring-diverse-candidates-is-not-enough-its-about-keeping-them/?sh=3262a9d85b7c
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Align cover  image to grid lines

• Click to insert photo

• Delete existing photo to select a new one.

• Contact Advanced Media for assistance with 
alternative cover images.

Time Management for 
Sourcers
Optimize your schedule to maximize productivity and minimize stress
11/10/2020

Jody M. Simon
Manager, Strategic Sourcing
RI&S Talent Attraction

Photo by Reuben Wu.

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.
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� Intake Calls
� Research and Competitive Intelligence
� Balancing multiple searches and pipelines
� Returning candidate calls and emails
� Finding, qualifying and submitting quality candidates
� Calibrating resumes to refine searches
� Nurturing pipeline talent and relationships
� Meetings, Events, Metrics, Training classes, etc.

A day in the life of a Sourcer might look a little like this…

24

Daily Challenges – So much to do, so little time

Can it all be done?

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.
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It can be done!

Stick with it!

Organize

Prioritize

Adopt & 
Adapt

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.
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Key Takeaways:

 

Adopting great Time Management skills does not need to be complex!

� The goal is to MAXIMIZE your time and productivity and MINIMIZE your stress.

� Prioritize your assignments. Know the difference between Urgent and 
Important, pay attention to due dates and manage the expectations of others.

� Consolidate your master to-do list into a single source and work down the list 
focusing on one task at a time until complete. A good method is to complete the 
shortest task first.

� Which methodology or tool you choose is not as important as ADOPTING and 
sticking with what works for you! (ex. OneNote, Dropbox, etc.)

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.
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Remember……

The LEAST effective person you know has 
the same amount of time as the MOST 

effective person you know.

Find what works for you and stick with it

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.
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Thank you.

Approved for Public Release
This document does not contain technology or technical data controlled under either the U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations or the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.



Creating Strong Relationships: 
Becoming Engaged with Recruiters/Hiring Leaders
Janet Bogen, Senior Sourcing Specialist



Effective Communication

• Intake Meeting with the recruiter. (Intake Meeting Form).

• Recruiter expectations: Ex: How often to have meetings with whom, 
information needed in the meetings from the Sourcing Specialist. 

• Find out about the department culture, hiring leaders needs and 
expectations.



Collaboration: Working Closely Together in 
Partnership

• What information are they looking for from me? Review and discuss 
updates on activity, sourced candidates, where sourced from and next 
steps 

• Recruiter passes on detailed candidate information from the hiring leader. 
Work closely together sharing ideas to solve any roadblocks. Partner on 
action steps.



The Recruiter is an ADVOCATE for the Sourcing 
Specialist

• The recruiter will share role of Sourcing Specialist to the HL. - a 
collaborative partnership.

• Share the Sourcing Specialists’ activities and contributions-metrics 
driven information. 



The Recruiter is an ADVOCATE for the Sourcing 
Specialist

• Sourcing Specialist recruitment activities. Share the pain points of 
the requisitions and next action steps. 

• Sourcing Specialist (Scorecard) Plan/Report. Sourcing Specialists 
submit our scorecards to the Recruiters, and leaders. These 
Scorecards reflect our activities in-regards to posting 
activities/responses/phone screens, tracking our candidate touches 
and next steps.



Our Sourcing Model

• Pipelining. New model of pipelining candidates to the job family’s vs 
requisition driven. 

• Better candidate experience. Ex: We have a POD of Nursing Sourcing 
Specialists, then individual Sourcing Specialists dedicated to job 
families, pipelining candidates in both Il and WI.

• Requisition Driven: SWAT Team for one- offs or a group of difficult 
critical hard to fill requisitions for honing- in on time to fills. 



In the end, it is all about the relationship, a 
two-way partnership built on clear, concise 

communication and transparency, working together 
as a team to achieve a mutual goal.
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Selling in the Recruitment Process

Emily Smits
Talent Marketing & Sourcing Strategist



Recruiting in a Candidate-Driven Market



How to “Win” Talent in a Candidate-Driven Market

• Contact your leads quickly through 
all contact options you have for 
them (i.e. phone call, email. etc.) 
and follow up if you don’t hear from 
them

• Focus on their goals/interests, not 
solely YOUR interests.

• Communicate, communicate, 
communicate!

• Persistence is KEY!
 



What If I Have a Hiring Leader Like This?



Strategies to Best Partner with Hiring Leadership

• Lead with DATA.

• Highlight your metrics.

• Consider talent with transferable 
skills.

• Delve into their unit/department 
EVP.

• Develop a long-term strategy.



Questions?  Don’t hesitate to reach out!

Emily Smits
Talent Marketing & Sourcing Strategist
emily.smits@sclhealth.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emilysmitsphr/ 

mailto:emily.smits@sclhealth.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emilysmitsphr/


APPENDIX



Talking Points - Recruiting in a Candidate-Driven Market

With only 12% of talent “actively looking” for a new position, you cannot rely on the 
“post and pray” method to recruiting!

There are several consequences of a candidate-driven market, including:

● Bidding wars - with a slim active talent market, there are more employers fighting 
over the same talent.

● Ghosting - anywhere between 20-50% of applicants are pulling no-shows at some 
point in the hiring process.

● Increased time-to-fill - since the number of job openings outnumbers the talent 
available and looking for new roles, it typically takes recruiters longer to fill their 
roles with qualified talent.

However, it’s not all doom and gloom!  There is a lot of passive talent still available, 
with nearly 50% open to talking to a recruiter.



Talking Points - How to “Win” Talent in a Candidate-Driven Market

Contact your leads quickly through all contact options you have for them (i.e. phone call, email, etc.) and follow up if you don’t 
hear from them

● With bidding wars being commonplace, often it’s a “race to the finish line” for qualified talent.  
● If you don’t move quick enough, qualified talent may end up across the street with your competitor.
● Emailing and waiting for their response is not enough - start with a phone call, then a follow up email, and from there, you can 

develop a plan of action to re-contact them if you don’t hear from them.  For me, I re-contact my candidates that come through 
multiple platforms every Monday with both a phone call and an email.  This way, at a minimum, they’ve been contacted by me in 
some form 4 times (twice by phone and twice by email).  Texting can be helpful here as well, at your and your organization’s 
discretion.

Focus on their goals/interests, not solely YOUR interests

● Candidates expect to be treated like a customer and desire that “white glove” experience. 
● Focus not only on their background/experience, but also their goals/interests.  I start my calls with candidates talking about THEM, 

learning more about their goals/interests and what’s most important to them in their next role so I can talk to that in my “sell”.  Do they 
want to grow into a leadership role?  Learn new skills?  Have a shorter commute? Work in a different specialty?  This is the best way 
to discern what is most important to THEM and build upon that by telling them what’s in it for THEM. Trying to sell them on a job they 
aren’t truly interested won’t help you in the long run, especially if you will need to fill that same job i six months when they find their 
ideal job.

● If your candidates have a good experience, they are more likely to think positively of your employer and in turn, are more likely to 
want to come work with you.

● Conversely, if they have a negative experience, not only will they most likely not want to come work with you, but they also may not 
want to utilize your employer for goods/services as a consumer.

● Even if you do not offer the position to them, if you created a positive experience, candidates are more likely to keep you in mind for 
future opportunities and in turn, you can build up your talent pipeline.



Talking Points - How to “Win” Talent in a Candidate-Driven Market

Communicate, communicate, communicate!

● Golden Rule: Treat others as you’d like to be treated.  Thank them for their time with effective, 
timely communication.

● They WILL tell others about their experience with you and your organization!
● According to a LinkedIn study, 94% of candidates want to receive interview feedback.  However, 

only 41% have ever received any.  If you’re able to provide them with any tips or feedback, that 
communication can go a long way.

Persistence is key!

● There will be days where you receive declination after declination.  However, there will also be 
days where you find the PERFECT candidate for that hard-to-fill role!  Hang in there and 
continue to focus on your end goal.  Every “no” brings you a little bit closer to your next “yes”! 

● Personalization does make a difference - anyway you can personalize your messaging, even in 
the slightest way, can set you apart from the competition.

● Cast a wide net, whether that be locally, nationally, and or internationally, and ask for referrals!



Talking Points - Strategies to Best Partner with Hiring Leadership

Lead with DATA:

● Many companies offer hiring insights that you can use to tell your story (i.e. LinkedIn Insights, Indeed Insights and 
TalentNeuron).  

● Use that data to paint a picture for the hiring leader as to why we may have difficulty finding the ideal talent they are 
seeking.  This data can also be used to (politely) show the hiring leader when their job requirements are a bit on the 
unrealistic side!

Highlight your metrics:

● Provide them with an update on all of the aspects of your strategy - have you went through old requisitions to find 
talent that has applied in the past?  Have you created any ads for social media?  Have you posted the job on a 
niche job board?  Have you sent any InMails or other passive candidate messages?  

● Hiring leaders are more likely to buy in if you’re able to showcase how you’ve been driving toward talent with both 
their required and preferred qualifications.

Consider talent with transferable skills:

● While it’s always preferred to hire talent that checks EVERY required and preferred box, it isn’t necessarily realistic 
in a candidate-driven market.

● Let them know that we are in this together!  We both want to fill this job as quickly as possible with a qualified 
candidate.  How can we best partner with one another to get there?  Does the hiring leader want to wait for that 
“perfect” candidate when they could train someone with transferable skills in potentially less time?



Talking Points - Strategies to Best Partner with Hiring Leadership

Delve into their unit/department EVP:

● I love asking hiring leaders why their top performers stay with us.  It gets the hiring leader 
to think differently and get into more of a “seller’s mentality”.

● Why should talent choose us instead of going across the street to our competitor?  Is it our 
technology?  Our leadership?  Our growth opportunities?  Our culture? Getting these 
specifics can help you sell the role with prospective talent.

Develop a long-term strategy:

● While a long-term strategy might not help you fill the current position you’re recruiting for, 
workforce planning and strategy can help you - and the organization! - in the long run.

● Can we offer any internships, training programs, shadowing experiences, etc. that could 
lead us to developing a talent pipeline for the future?



How to “Win” Talent in a Candidate-Driven Market
(system-level)
• Speed up your recruitment process.

• Enhance the overall candidate 
experience and focus on THEM.

• Develop and nurture a strong 
employment brand/recruitment 
marketing strategy.

• Communicate, communicate, 
communicate!

• Persistence is KEY!
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Community 
Exercise: 

Free Tools!
With the focus that most organizations 
have on increasing diversity hiring, what 
FREE sites, organizations, resources or 
sourcing tools can you find to help with 
your sourcing efforts in this space – 
whether it be databases with specific 
names/profiles, market intelligence or 
insights?
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Upcoming Events

eXpert Tease: Inclusion 
language in job 

descriptions

November

12
CXR Tech Showcase: 

Symba & Talenya

November

17
CXR Open Mic

November

17
eXpert Tease: 

Foundations of TA 
Tech

November

19
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You Can Find
And Contact Us

CareerXroads

+1 (833) CXR-WORK

825 Precinct Line Rd
Hurst, TX 76053

info@cxr.works

www.cxr.works
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Thank You

CareerXroads @CareerXroads/company/CareerXroads CareerXroads


